
 

   New forms of human traditions (legalism they encourage) are certainly around for us to 
stumble over, such as: 
 

The Supreme Roman Catholic Magisterium:  This system, or beast, deceives the nations 
with a false method of salvation through contrived “sacraments” which they teach imparts “grace” to 
the common people through their “priesthood” hierarchy.  The Eternal Covenant is said to be annulled 
or superseded, and they “celebrate” the death of Yahusha ha’Mashiach each time one of their deceived 
priestcraft officiates at a “mass”. 
Yahuah DELIGHTS in our doing what is right, mechanically or not.  He is not in-
consistent, and never “equivocates”.  We either obey, and are accused of being 
“legalistic”, or we perish because we refused to repent. 
 

   The time will come for each of us to stand before the Throne of Yahusha.  At 
that time, an accuser might shout out,  “This one attempted to live by every 
Word you Commanded, and even taught the Ten Command ments to others 
so they might obey them!  Away with this one to the  Lake of Fire!  That’s 
legalism!”   If an accuser’s worst words about us are these, what expression 
might be found on Yahusha’s wonderful face?  Being legal  is a good thing, but 
Jesuits have infested the thinking of millions and sown tares (bad seed). 
 

Jeremiah / YirmeYahu 9:24:  “‘but let him who boasts boast of this, that he und er-
stands and knows Me, that I am Yahuah, doing kindne ss, right-ruling, and 
righteousness in the earth.  For in these I delight ,’ declares Yahuah."  
 

The purpose of life is to obey Torah, and there is no room for doubt: 
Ecc 12:13,14:  “Let us hear the conclusion of the entire matter:  Fear Elohim 

and guard (keep, observe) His Commandments, for this applies to all 
mankind.  For Elohim shall bring every work into ju dgment, including all 
that is hidden, whether good or whether evil.” 

 
Mat 5:17-19:  “Do not think that I came to destroy the Torah or the Prophets.  I did not come 
to destroy but to complete.  For truly, I say to you, till the heaven and the Earth pass away, 
one jot or one tittle shall by no means pass from the Torah till all be done.  Whoever, then, 
breaks one of the least of these commands, and teaches men so, shall be called least in the 
reign of the heavens; but whoever does and teaches them, he shall be called great in the 
reign of the heavens.”  
 

   The goal of our enemy is lawlessness.  There is not a verse found in Scripture 
that supports the popular belief that “legalism” is an evil  -  it’s illegalism that is our 
problem.  The Jesuit maxim, “legalism”, is “choking the good seed”, and making 
tares (weeds, false teachings) acceptable.  Calling good “evil” and evil “good” is 
equivocation ;  it turns light into darkness, and darkness into light.  If you begin to 
study and “do” the Word (living according to the 10 Commandments), you will 
quickly experience the powerful mind-control the Jesuits have over everyone 
around you.  Don’t debate with them, but ask them to go find why your obedience 
is wrong using Scripture.  If they use the book of Galatians to justify ignoring the 
Torah, explain to them that Galatians is speaking of the law of circumcision, and 
other “ceremonial” ordinances  -  not the “law” that defines  sin for us (1 Jn. 3:4).   
 

“Do you wish to incite trouble, to provoke revolution, to produce the total ruin of 
your country?   Call in the Jesuits!” - Marcet de la Roche-Arnaud 
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LEGALISM :   (The Random House College Dictionary, pg. 765):   
"Strict adherence to law, especially to the letter rather than the spirit.” 

 

   The sheep are divided over which “shepherd’s voice” to follow.  When we find ourselves in the 
world-to-come, the “denomination” we belonged to in our flesh will be irrelevant.  This is because 
there is only one true denomination now, and one “way” (Natsarim**).  The “way” always was, is, 
and will be the way of Torah*.  The inspired Word does not indicate any concern with how 
“mechanical” our obedience is, yet that is the primary criticism of many who speak against what they 
call “legalism”.  They like to contrast “the letter” with “the Spirit”, but the Spirit of Yahusha brings 
us into the bonds of His Covenant by circumcising our hearts with a love for His Torah.  That 
is exactly what the Renewed Covenant is (see Hebrews chps. 8 & 10.  If we obey, it is the primary 
sign of our love for Him.  If we obey, we will be blessed;  if we disobey, we can only expect to be 
consumed.  Our obedience is also evidence of our belief (see Jas. 2:24), and of our being delivered 
from our sins  —  all by the blood He shed.  We cannot continue in sin (breaking the Covenant), and 
at the same time claim to be Yahusha’s disciple.  Why would we not want to obey the One we love?  
It is the spirit of our enemy that does not wish us to be legal, and so we hear this spirit speaking 
through those masquerading as messengers of light.  Our enemy knows how to deceive, and if we 
follow the false shepherds and their false propaganda, we’ll surely lose our way.  Propaganda will 
often be believed if it is repeated often enough.  When we obey a Commandment, some will pro-
claim that we are being “legalistic”.  The alternative would be to ignore the Commandments, and be 
illegal (disobedient), thereby rebelling against them through Jesuit “equivocation” (explained later). 
 

   Joseph Goebbels  (1897-1945) was Hitler’s Minister of Enlightenment & Propaganda, and one 
of the most important and influential people in Nazi Germany.  He is the supposed originator of the 
following:  "If you repeat a lie often enough, people will believe it." 
   He, like all the heads of Nazi bureaucracies, was a strict Catholic, and Jesuit-trained.  Jesuit 
priests headed several departments, such as the S.S.  The Jesuits’ policies are based upon the 
strategies of Sun Tsu, from his book the Art Of War.  They accuse their enemies of being what they 
are, concealing their own agenda.   In The Protocols of the Elders of Zion, Jesuits accuse the 
Yahudim of things the Jesuits themselves are doing.  They are trained to control their battlefield, 
because to them they are in a war to win the whole world.  They program with “maxims”, or nug-
gets of thought that help them control others.   For example, if you obey the Torah, and you explain 
to someone under Jesuit influence why you do this, you will often hear them respond with “you’re 
being judgmental”.  They are the ones being judgmental, but their thinking has been altered by 
Jesuit equivocation.  Similarly, when a person is accused of being “homophobic” by a homosexual, 
it is really the homosexual that is being “heterophobic”, and this is the core reason for their behav-
ior!  Remember your first date?  It took courage because, face it, you were scared to death.  Homo-
sexuals never overcame their fear of the opposite sex, and so they receive the reward of their cow-
ardice from others like themselves. (Ockham’s Razor works again). 
 

Rom 16:17,18: “Now I call upon you, brothers, watch out for those  who cause 
divisions and stumbling, contrary to the teaching (instruction, TORAH) which 
you learned, and turn away from them.  For such one s do not serve our 
Master Yahusha Messiah, but their own stomach, and by smooth words and 
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THE ONE-WORD MAXIM: 

LEGALISM 
PROMOTES ILLEGAL CHOICES 

*TORAH:  HEBREW FOR TEACHING, INSTRUCTION.  IT IS USUALLY TRANSLATED AS “LAW”. 
THE 10 COMMANDMENTS IS THE COVENANT BETWEEN YAHUAH & ISRAEL, THE ONE BODY (OR 
ASSEMBLY) INTO WHICH ALL PEOPLE MUST ENGRAFT.  FOREIGNERS ENGRAFT BY ENTERING 
INTO THE SAME COVENANT, AND THUS BECOME FELLOW CITIZENS OF ISRAEL.  (EPH. 2:8-13) 

**NATSARIM:  This is the original term for the followers of Yahusha of Natsarith, Acts 24:5 

Equivocation:  The use of a logical fallacy, double-speak, ambiguity, to twist meanings and ideas. 



flattering speech they deceive the hearts of the in nocent.”    
False teachings hold people captive, and are strongholds (see 2 Co 10:3-6). 
 

Through the Jesuits, the Dragon pursues the Woman, Israel: 
 

THE ORDER - AN EVIL POWER STALKS THE WORLD  (New World “Order ”) 
   When we “abide” in the Word (Torah, the Covenant), we will know the 
Truth, and cannot be shaken by lies and propaganda.  We are free of the 
bondage of sin, because we are kept in the bonds of the Covenant.  There is 
an enemy that hates the Covenant (a marriage between Yahuah and Israel), 
and hates all who obey the Commandments of Yahuah.  Naturally, this ene-
my would sow “tares” (false teachings, maxims) among us to divert us from 
obeying the Truth. 
 

   There is a “Great Plan ” being implemented by the Society of Jesus , and it 
is to remodel the world order anew, under the Papacy. 
The Order (Jesuits, papal militia, founded by Inigo de Loyola in 1540 to fight 
the Reformers and defend the Papacy) uses “maxims ” to program or brain-
wash their initiates:   
Maxim:  “noun;   A succinct formulation of a fundamental principle, general 
truth, or rule of conduct.” 
   One popular maxim  is from Machiavelli’s book, The Prince :  “The end justi-
fies the means”.  “Legalism” is a one-word maxim , promoted by Jesuit infil-
trators in Protestant seminaries.  Adam Weishaupt, Hitler, Himmler, Goeb-
bels, Franco, Stalin, and Castro all share in the teachings of Loyola’s Jesuit 
“exercises” because they were trained in them from their youth.  Himmler 
modeled the Nazi S.S. (schutzstaffeln, or “guard squadrons”) after the Jesuit 
hierarchy, being a Jesuit priest himself.  The highest ranking officers over all 
departments of Nazi Germany were Jesuits.  Himmler’s S.S. wore buckles 
inscribed with “Gott mit uns ”, or “God is with us”.  Their caps had the old 
“skull & bones ” (totenkopf, above left) insignia, a symbol of a secret society 
within Jesuitism.   John Kerry and the Bush family are members of the CFR, 
as well as the Society of Skull & Bones, which is an extension of the Nazi 
S.S.      
   Loyola’s Jesuits also formed the Greek letter fraternities , since Loyola 
realized the literary societies would serve as the nurseries for their organi-
zational control.  Another branch of Jesuitism is known as the Thule Society , 
or White Brotherhood, which believes certain persons come from the stock of 
“the ancients”, or Aryan Race.  All of these secret societies are different 

2 “LEGALISM ” IS A ONE-WORD MAXIM OF JESUITISM 

Soldier monks, the Knights Templar, became so rich and powerful they were 
suppressed in every country but Scotland.  Their plight forced them to adapt, and 
by stealth, like chameleons, they evolved into a wide array of secret societies.  
Their Scottish rites formed the early Masonic Order, and in Spain they were 
known as the Alumbrados, which was suppressed by the Spanish Inquisition.  
Loyola was a member, and was arrested several times for interrogation.   
Loyola formed a new society (Society of Jesus), but it was merely a new name for 
the Alumbrados.  The Jesuits were themselves suppressed in 1773, and so a 28-
year-old Jesuit, Adam Weishaupt, founded a new society under the name Illumi-
nati.  The same Great Plan remained that was the basis of the Knights, the Alum-
brados, and the Jesuits;  but the name for it had to keep changing.  Ultimately, the 
Illuminati was also suppressed, and today the secret Society has exploded into 
diverse secret groups, yet all are the eyes of the Dark Lord, the Jesuit General.  
One of the early symbols used for their secret society is the Skull & Bones.  They 
have controlled the Roman Catholic Church since the 1500’s, when Loyola’s Jesu-
its fought the Reformers.  They are scholars, confessors, and assassins.   
They control the Federal Reserve System, politicians, and media. 

JESUIT MAXIM: 
“THE END  

JUSTIFIES THE MEANS” 
 

SOCIETY OF JESUS,  
OR “THE ORDER”, 
WAS FOUNDED BY  

INIGO LOYOLA. 
 

THEY TRULY ARE THE 

“MEN IN BLACK” 
 

GOOGLE OBAMA’S  
JESUIT CONNECTIONS 

names for the same entity:  the Society of Jesus (the papal militia), and their 
goal is to rule the world .  The United Nations  is the current organization 
being promoted by these globalists, who use the Federal Reserve systems of 
every nation to steer all of civilization.  They serve their “General”, the Black 
Pope, also known as the Jesuit General.  They seed the world with division, 
false salvation through the sacraments, foment wars, topple governments, and 
ultimately aim to bring the entire Earth under the headship of the Papacy of 
Rome, a fascist government .  This is their “Great Plan ”.  The false prophet is 
the office of the Papacy, and the Jesuit General watches over all the Earth 
with his infiltrators, seeing with “a thousand eyes”.   A great number of organi-
zations whose names involve the terms Order, Brotherhood, Knights, Legion, 
Monks, Templars, Society, Zakon, Congregation, Communion, (and others, 
including all Masonic Orders) are directly connected to the network of the Jes-
uit General, and are his “eyes”.  Because Jesuits were outlawed in many plac-
es (as the Knights Templar before them), they’ve adopted new names for their 
secret “Society” constantly.  Hence they are known by “many 
names” (multorum nominum).  Besides the name “Company” or “Society” of 
Jesus, some of their recent names have also been Illuminati, Opus Dei, Le-
gionaries of Christ, Knights of Columbus, St. Vincent de Paul “Society”, Xavier-
ian Brothers, Sinn Fein (we ourselves, or ourselves alone), Salesians, Salva-
dorians, and many others. 
 

   A Jesuit priest is trained in “equivocation” techniques, to protect himself 
from secular authorities that may trap him in his own words.  Bill Clinton used 
this Jesuit technique from his training under his mentor, Carol Quigley (a Jesu-
it priest), when he made several statements concerning his behavior with Mon-
ica Lewinsky.  This “equivocation” involves the concepts of casuistry  and 
probabilism . 
 

"If you repeat a lie often enough, people will beli eve it."  
This maxim stems from the teachings of Loyola’s Constitutions. 
 

    For the sake of argument, try to imagine Yahusha ha’Mashiach, or any prophet of 
Yahuah before (or after) Him, saying, “I see you are very clever in obeying every-
thing I have commanded;  but I know your motives!  You are mechanically per-
forming my Commandments outwardly, but I know your hearts.  Therefore I am 
driving you from the land of your fathers, and disp ersing you among the Gentiles, 
until such time you realize that I am not intereste d in mechanical obedience, but 
rather the obedience that comes from your heart.”  - These would be false words, yet 
essentially this is what is being said to many sheep.  
 

At Acts 20, Shaul called a meeting of all elders and said:  “For I know this, 
that after my departure savage wolves  shall come in among you, not 
sparing the flock.  Also from among yourselves men shall arise, 
speaking distorted teachings , to draw away the taught ones after 
themselves. ”  Best description of Jesuitism:  SAVAGE WOLVES. 
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With over 1 Billion Followers, His Holiness Pope 
Benedict XVI, offers salvation by “grace” dispensed 
through 7 “sacraments” via a human appointed/
ordained “priesthood”. 
“Apostolic Succession” is their claim to authority, yet 
Kepha (Peter) was the apostle to the Yahudim, the 
targeted enemy of the RCC  for its entire existence. 
(see Galatians 2:7,8).  Why would Peter’s 
“successors” seek to annihilate the Yahudim? 

RATZINGER HAS ALWAYS BEEN A JESUIT. 
TIME MAGAZINE AND OTHER MEDIA ARE OWNED BY 

JESUITS. 


